
Proposed Updates to Ordinance Chapter 2.49 – 
Street Addressing and Property Identification 

 

A revision of this ordinance was necessary to separate the duties of the Salt Lake County Addressing 

agency and the duties of an outside agency acting as the addressing authority for the unincorporated Salt 

Lake County. 

 

This draft is intended to address the following: 

• Separate the duties of an outside agency that is the addressing authority for 

unincorporated Salt Lake County. 

• Separate the regionals duties of the County Addressing agency. 

• Identify the role of the County Addressing agency when acting as an addressing authority 

when contracting with a municipality. 

 

 
Summary of Changes: 
 
2.49.010  
 1.  Added third paragraph identifying two different agencies with roles 

 
2.49.020  

1.  Updated “Addressing agency” definition 

 2.  Added “Addressing authority” definition 

3.  Added “Contract municipality” definition 
 
2.49.030 

1.  Updated heading from “Duties of addressing agency” to “Duties of addressing agency and 

addressing authority” 

2.  Swapped second paragraph and third paragraph order. (Making addressing agencies duties 

consecutive and then identifying addressing authority duties) 

3.  Paragraph C, changed “addressing agency” to “addressing authority” 

4.  Paragraph C, changed “contract entities” to “contract municipality” 

5.  Paragraph  C, added “The addressing authority shall inform the county addressing agency 

prior to making addressing changes in the unincorporated county.” 

 

2.49.040 
1.  Removed wording “of the county filed in the” 
 

2.49.050 
1.  First Paragraph, changed addressing “agency” to addressing “authority” 
2.  First Paragraph, added wording “or contract municipalities”  
3.  Paragraph D, changed addressing “agency” to addressing “authority” 

 
2.49.060 

1.  Changed addressing “agency” to addressing “authority” 
2.  Removed “identified in the address certificate” 

 
2.49.070 

1.  Changed addressing “agency” to addressing “authority” 
2.  Removed wording “the county” 

 
2.49.080 

1.  Paragraph A, removed wording “After payment is received” and “the signs and” 



2.  Paragraph A, changed “county” to “addressing agency” 
 

 
2.49.090 

1.  Updated heading from “Street identification change originated by the county” to Street 
identification change originated by County, contract municipality, or addressing authority” 

2.  Paragraph A, added “contract municipality, or addressing authority” 
3.  Paragraphs A.1., A.2., A.3., B and C, changed addressing “agency” to addressing “authority” 
4.  Paragraph B, changed “director of public works” to “mayor designee” 
5.  Paragraph C, changed “county” to “addressing agency” 

 
2.49.100 

1.  Updated heading from “Address change originated by the county” to Address change 
originated by County, contract municipality, or addressing authority” 

2.  Paragraph A, added “contract municipality, or addressing authority” 
3.  Paragraphs B and D, changed addressing “agency” to addressing “authority” 
4.  Paragraph D, corrected “address name change” to “address change” 
 

2.49.110  
 No change 
 
2.49.120 

1.  Changed addressing “county” and “agency” to addressing “authority” 
2.  Added the following wording “and installed” and removed the following wording “manufacturing 

and” and “arranged by county” (Intended to clarify responsible party for street signage.) 
 
2.49.130 

1.  Changed addressing “agency” to addressing “authority” 
 

2.49.140 
1.  Changed wording “approved by and on file with the county” to “on file with the addressing 

agency” 
 

2.49.150 
1.  Paragraph A, changed addressing “agency” to “addressing authority or contract municipality” 
2.  Paragraph B, changed addressing “agency” to addressing “authority” 

 
2.49.160 

No change 
 

2.49.170 
1.  Paragraphs B.3.a., B.3.c. and C, changed “county residents” to “the unincorporated county or 

contract municipality” 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 


